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Abstract: This paper shows the development of two differential GPS systems using UHF (Ultra High
Frequency) transmitter based and cellular transceiver based data correction links. These DGPS systems
consist of a Focus FM-based DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System) reference base station,
a host PC and an antenna on reference station side and a laptop PC and a Micro GPS receiver on
mobile side. In System-1, the differential correction data link was developed by a pair of UHF radio
modems, one on reference base station side and one on mobile unit side. System-2 was established
to replace the UHF transmitter based data correction link by a cellular mobile transceiver based data
communication link between the reference station and the mobile unit. In this system, a cellular
mobile transceiver was used on mobile unit side and the connection on DGPS side was established
via a land-line telephone connected with PC via a modem. The performance of both systems was
evaluated by various dynamic experiments. These dynamic experiments were conducted by traversing
pre-planned routes. Two separate sets of experiments were performed with brighter and narrower lines
of sight. The experimental results demonstrated the satisfactory performance of the systems when
differential corrections were available, but the performance of the systems was degraded in narrower
line of sight at the sections where DGPS corrections were unavailable and less number of satellites
were tracked. These experiments were repeated with different satellite geometry at various timings of
a day, the outcome of results showed that different timings of a day do not have any significant
impact over the performance of the system, provided the differential corrections are available and a
minimum of four satellites are tracked. The final set of experiments showed in this research compared
the performance of two differential correction data links used in System-1 & System-2. The results
proved that the differential correction data link does not have any impact over the accuracy of the
system. However this paper recommends the use of cellular mobile transceiver-based DGPS system
due to its large coverage area.
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INTRODUCTION

Differential GPS (DGPS) is a method of improving the accuracy of the standard GPS by measuring its
errors at a known reference position and transmitting them to remote user who applies them to his/her own
GPS measurements and thereby obtains an improved estimate of his/her position. Actually DGPS is a type of
GPS service with an additional differential correction signal added (Blanchard, 1991). In a DGPS system, one
of the GPS receivers is surveyed in; that surveyed positioned GPS-receiver is known as a reference base
station. The other receivers are known as “rovers” or mobile GPS receivers. The reference station calculates
pseudo-range measurements, like a common GPS receiver, but as the reference station knows its precise
position, it can determine the biases in the measurements and the satellite to reference station geometric ranges.
These biases contain errors incurred in the pseudo-range measurement process. For real-time applications, the
reference station can transmit these biases, which are called differential corrections, to all the mobile GPS
receivers in the area up to 1000 km (Parkinson, et al, 1996). These corrections are encoded into a standard
RTCM- SC104 (Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Servive-Special Committee No. 104) format
(RTCM, 1997), and transmitted to a mobile GPS receiver using a real-time differential correction data link.
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The mobile GPS receivers incorporate these correction data to improve the accuracy of their position solution.
The DGPS achieves enhanced accuracy, since the reference station and the mobile GPS receivers observe
common errors that can be removed by the user (Ishikawa, et al, 1994). The conceptual diagram of the DGPS
system is shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 1: The concept of Differential GPS

There are two different approaches to implement differential corrections. The first method is to calculate
the positional corrections at a reference base station site, and apply these corrections to the mobile GPS
receiver’s measured position expressed in 3-dimensional position. The second method is to calculate the
pseudo-range corrections for individual GPS satellites, which are visible to the reference station, and then apply
these corrections to the mobile GPS receiver’s pseudo-range measurements. For the first method, the calculated
positional correction message is relatively shorter and therefore can easily be transmitted; but it has the
limitation that both user and reference station must use the same satellites all the time. But it may not happen
because either the receiver criterion for selection of satellites may differ, or the satellites available at user
location may differ from those available at the reference station or the terrain or earth’s curvature might block
a low-lying satellite from the user or reference station (Shah, 2002). In this case, if the mobile user and
reference station use the different satellites, then the positioning errors resulting from this would be too large.
By transmitting the pseudo-range corrections, any satellites that are visible to the reference station can be used
by the mobile GPS receiver in the differential mode to determine the position with the DGPS accuracy, even
though the correction messages are considerably longer than the first method. This also implies that the
reference station should be capable enough to reach as many satellites as possible (Liu, 1997).

To establish a DGPS system, a radio data link is required to transmit differential correction data between
a reference base station and mobile GPS receiver. The data link, which communicates the differential
corrections from the reference station to the mobile navigation unit, can take different forms and may operate
at different frequencies (Shah, 2002). These correction data are transmitted by using RTCM-SC104 format. The
RTCM-SC104 format includes the message elements that make up the corrections, the status message and
station parameters. The data format of RTCM-SC104 is similar to the GPS data format, in word size, word
format and parity algorithm. The difference is that the differential standard utilizes a variable length message
format, whereas the GPS format has fixed length sub-frames. (RTCM, 1997). There are three common modes
to establish a radio data link for transmission of differential correction data. They are Radio Frequency (RF)
terrestrial data link, satellite-based data link and cellular mobile transceiver based data link (RTCM, 1997). 
In RF terrestrial data link, radio modems provide wireless communication between a reference station and a
rover GPS receiver. A radio modem is used at base station, and another radio modem is used with the rover
GPS receiver. When a DGPS reference station broadcasts data via its radio modem transmitter, an unlimited
number of rover receivers can pick up the data via their radio modem receivers (Parkinson, et al, 1996). The
different types of radio modems used for transmission of differential correction data are UHF modems, VHF
(Very High Frequency) modems and spread spectrum radio modems. The government authorization may be
required for using certain types of radio modems. The DGPS reference station initially established at Brunel
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University uses RF terrestrial data link to transmit DGPS correction data (Liu, Balachandran, 1997). The
second mode to establish a data correction link is a satellite-based data link. The satellite-based transmission
can cover a wide range area. It provides one way simplex transmission, having down link only. If up link is
established, it is very costly and not feasible for economic DGPS transmissions. Another problem of this type
transmission is that a separate satellite channel is required for transmission of DGPS correction data and special
satellite receiver is needed with rover GPS receivers (Liu, 1997). One of the commonly used satellite-based
data link is the Racal-Decca ‘Skyfix’ system, controlled through two major centers at Aberdeen, UK and
Singapore (Blanchard, 1995). The third mode to transmit differential correction data is via cellular transceiver-
based link. An advantage of cellular mobile transceiver-based transmission is that the DGPS correction data
can be transmitted up to 1000 km (Parkinson, et al, 1996) and to the most parts of the world using WADGPS
(Wide Area Differential Global Positioning System) system. No license or authorization is required from any
Government agency to transmit or receive DGPS correction data. The cellular mobile transceiver based service
can be used as a bi-directional data service to transmit and receive data from base station to mobile receiver
and vice versa (Shah, 2002). The ‘Navigation System for the Blind’ developed in Niigata University uses
cellular mobile link for the transmission of DGPS correction data (Makino, et al, 1996). The main advantage
of the cellular mobile transceiver is that it provides data and voice services and that can be used in a variety
of navigation applications.

Research Aim:

The main aim of this research is to establish two DGPS systems using a UHF transmitter based and a
cellular mobile transceiver-based data correction links and then observe the performance with narrower and
brighter lines of sight, the performance of the systems at various timings of a day and compare the
performance of both the developed data links.

The Construction of Data links-based DGPS Systems:

Two DGPS systems were established using different data correction links. System-1 was established to
demonstrate the performance of the system within desired accuracy using UHF-transmitter based radio data
link. Then System-2 was developed to establish a cellular mobile transceiver based DGPS system. The main
purpose for that was to enhance the service coverage area and make the system compatible for future
modifications and compare the performance of the DGPS systems using different data correction links. Both
the developed systems use Micro GPS receiver having built-in antenna.

Fig. 2: System-1 (UHF Radio transceiver based terrestrial Link)

The Development of System-1 using UHF Radio transceiver based data correction link:

Fig 2 shows System-1 developed for this research. It has two main parts i.e. a DGPS reference base
station and a mobile unit. Focus FM differential correction data service was selected to establish the DGPS
reference base station, due to its service availability and less hardware requirements. Therefore the DGPS
reference station consists of a Focus FM based DGPS base station, a UHF radio transmitter to transmit DGPS
correction data from reference station to the mobile station, a host PC and an antenna. The mobile station
consists of a laptop PC, Micro GPS receiver with built-in antenna and a UHF radio receiver. The salient
features of System-1 are given as under.
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Focus FM Based Differential GPS Reference Station:

An RDS (Radio Data System) 5000 receiver is used to establish the DGPS reference base station based
on the service provided by Focus FM Differential corrections. The receiver gets differential GPS corrections
via RDS FM sub-carriers. The unit then outputs the DGPS data in RTCM SC-104 format. This DGPS service
is commercially provided by Focus FM in the UK.  By use of the RDS 5000 and the service provided by the
Focus FM, the DGPS correction data are transmitted on the FM sub-carrier, which eliminates the costs
associated with supporting a dedicated reference station (Focus FM, 1997).

The RDS 5000 is a microprocessor controlled, low power, frequency synthesized FM radio receiver. It
provides the users with the access to the DGPS correction data through the service offered by Focus FM. The
RDS 5000 operates with an Omni-directional, 50-75 ohm antenna designed to receive FM band signals from
87.5-108 MHz. The limitation is that the receiver must be functioning in a geographic region, which has an
operating Focus FM station for RDS transmission to receive RDS broadcasts (that is available in the Brunel
University area selected for this research). The RDS 5000 contains an FM receiver capable of scanning the
entire FM broadcast radio band of 88-108 MHz in order to identify stations broadcasting 57 kHz RDS data.
When an RDS signal is identified, the receiver determines, if the station is broadcasting the Focus FM service.
Upon confirmation, the receiver immediately outputs continuous RTCM SC-104 data. If the RDS 5000 is not
receiving valid corrections, it will stop outputting data. The unit will resume output when valid DGPS
corrections are available from either the current station or a different broadcasting station producing a stronger
signal. In this system, the RDS 5000 outputs messages over an RS232 serial port at 1200-19200 BPS, with
8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity; default data rate used in this system is 1200 BPS (Focus FM, 1997).

DGPS Reference Station Antenna and its Cable:

For a DGPS reference station, its GPS antenna should be able to reach all the satellite signals available
in the sky at the position of the reference station. Therefore, no satellite should be blocked by any obstacles,
such as buildings, towers and trees. (Blanchard, 1995). The antenna of the DGPS reference station was
mounted at the very top of Tower B within Brunel University campus, whose height is nearly 30 m from the
ground. This leads to the problem of a longer antenna cable. Therefore the cable signal attenuation is very
high. To overpower this problem, two remedial methods were adopted.

1. A Trimble Bullet GPS antenna is used in the system that provides a significant gain of 35 dB. The other
advantage of Trimble Bullet antenna is that it is weather proof and watertight. Therefore it is more
preferable for outdoor usage as required in this application.

2. An ultra low loss U67 coaxial cable is used to connect the GPS antenna to DGPS Reference station. The
signal attenuation rate of U67 is 2.52 dB @ 1000 MHz per 10m.  

Once the GPS receiver, antenna and cable were selected for the reference station, the main task was to
find the reference position of the DGPS base station. As the DGPS antenna is mounted on the north-east
corner of top of Tower B within Brunel University, therefore the position of that antenna is used as the
reference position for the DGPS base station. This reference position was calculated as an average of the
accumulation of two days results of the RDS 5000 GPS receiver’s position. The measured positions’ co-
ordinates were used as reference co-ordinates in the DGPS reference station (Shah, 2002).

Micro GPS Receiver:

The GPS receiver used in mobile unit is JLR 702A Micro GPS receiver. It is an 8 channel / 8 satellite
tracking GPS receiver, having a built-in patch antenna. It is also capable of receiving DGPS correction data
in RTCM SC-104 format, which was the main functional requirement for a receiver used in mobile unit for
DGPS operation. The Micro GPS receiver has RS232 output and is powered by a 4.5 ± 1 volts supply. It is
compact and weighing 65g only. It calculates its position after every single second. It has a time to first fix
(TTFF) of about 30 seconds. Micro GPS receiver has two RS232 level inputs, one for GPS position data at
4800 bps and second for DGPS correction data at 1200 bps. One RS232 output connection is required at 4800
bps for (D) GPS position (Micro-GPS, 1996).

X7200 Radio Data Modem:

The radio data link used in the System-1 is a pair of X7200 FM radio modem manufactured by Warwick
Industrial Electronics, UK. The X7200 is a transceiver and can be used for both transmitting and receiving
UHF signals. In this system, one X7200 is used as an UHF transmitter for DGPS reference station and the
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other is used as an UHF radio receiver for the mobile unit. The advantage of using radio modems rather than
an ordinary radio data transmitter/receiver for the designed system is that the modem can be interfaced with
RS232 serial port directly. Otherwise interfacing electrical level conversion is unavoidable. The X7200 modem
communicates half-duplex serial data at either 9600 bits/sec or 4800 bits/sec at a frequency of 458.5 MHz. The
RF transmitting power of X7200 is adjustable from 5 mW to 500 mW. It confirms to UK and the European
ETSI-300-220 standards, and is therefore license free. In this system, only one way communication i.e. from
the DGPS reference station to the mobile unit is established. Therefore a simplex radio data link is developed
as per system’s initial requirement. For both the transmitter used by the reference station and the receiver used
by the mobile unit, the RS232 baud rates have been set at 1200. The X7200 can be powered from a regulated
dc source of between 8.5V to 14.0V. The RF modem may be switched to standby mode, where the current
consumption will be approximately 0.5 mA. For the DGPS base station, the X7200 transmitter is powered by
a 12V-dc power supply and for the mobile unit, the X7200 receiver is powered by the main 3 Ah 12V battery
(Radio-modem, 1997).

Radio Modem Antennas:

The helical stub antenna is used in the mobile unit. The justification for this is that the helical antenna
is cost-effective and smaller in size. The main disadvantage of the helical antenna is that its gain is less than
unity. The end-fed dipole antenna has a unity gain, and is effective for omni-direction transmission. In this
research, it is used at DGPS reference station side. The gain of the yagi antenna is higher than the other two
antennas, but it is highly directional and is not suitable for this system (Radio-modem, 1997). With this
antenna arrangement and X7200 transmitter adjusted to the maximum power (500 mW), the achieved radio
data coverage was about 5 km in radius. This service coverage area is sufficient for the initial development
phase and needed to be increased (Shah, et al, 1999) for future applications. As cellular mobile data serves
full-duplex communication link, hence it was decided to develop another DGPS system having cellular mobile
transceiver link.

The Development of System-2 using cellular mobile transceiver based data correction link:

System-2 consists of Focus FM based DGPS reference station, a modem and PSTN telephone line on
reference station side, and Micro GPS receiver, cellular mobile telephone and a laptop PC on mobile unit side
as shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 3: System-2 (Cellular Mobile transceiver based data correction Link)

Rationale to Develop System-2:

One of the main objectives to develop this system was to develop a cellular mobile transceiver link
between the reference station and the mobile unit to enhance the service coverage area and establish a bi-
directional communication link. Another important reason was that cellular mobile transceiver serves both data
and voice services; therefore it would make system suitable for future enhancements. Therefore System-1 was
modified to replace UHF radio data link with cellular mobile communication link as shown in Fig 3. In
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System-2, the DGPS corrections were transmitted by Focus FM service using RDS-5000 receiver and on
mobile unit side Micro GPS receiver is used to receive DGPS corrections and output DGPS position. To
transmit DGPS corrections from reference station to the mobile unit a PSTN landline telephone has been used
on DGPS reference station side, while a cellular mobile telephone has been used with mobile unit to receive
differential corrections. In this system, Ericsson’s GS18 data telephone was used for the transmission of
differential correction data with mobile unit.

Ericsson GS18 Data Telephone:

The GS18 mobile telephone is selected for this research to receive DGPS correction data from the
reference base station. The Ericsson’s GS18 is the first mobile telephone with a built-in data / fax modem. It
does not require a separate PCMCIA card. That functionality is built in that telephone. This telephone has a
serial cable and 9-pin D-type RS232 connector, which is compatible with all laptops and PCs having serial
ports. It can display 4 x 12 characters. Another advantage is that unlike PCMCIA cards, the GS18 does not
drain any power from the laptop or micro-controller circuit. The GS18 is designed for use on a GSM (Global
System for Mobile communication) network (GS18, 1996).

Setting up the Communication Link Via Cellular Mobile Telephone:

The GS18 mobile telephone can be connected to the laptop computer or any RS232 serial interface
terminal to transmit and receive DGPS correction data. The only requirements for the connections are that the
laptop has to have an RS232 interface and a computer communication program. The GS18 supports the
asynchronous (transparent and non-transparent) data at 2400/4800/9600 baud and DTE rate up to 19200 baud
(GS18, 1996). The GS18 allows computers and other modem-using equipment to communicate data via the
mobile telephone network or public switched network. With the traditional analogue telephone network, data
transfer depends on the use of modems. Data is presented in digital format and therefore has to be converted
(modulated) for the transmission across analogue network. It is then converted back (demodulated) to digital
signals after reception. The telephone network on the other hand is digitally organized and transfers data in
a digital format especially designed for this purpose. Many existing data transfer devices and programs do not
understand this format and can not use mobile telephone network directly for data transfer. The internal modem
of GS18 solves this problem and can work with both types of network (GS18, 1996). The Com port settings
used in this system are Baud Rate 9600 BPS, 8 Data-bits, No Parity Bit, 1 Stop Bit and full duplex
transmission mode (GS18, 1996). The DGPS correction data are transmitted via a Landline telephone connected
by modem to the reference station’s PC. The DGPS correction data is received via GS18 mobile telephone on
the user side. The GS18 and a GPS receiver are connected via RS232 serial ports to a laptop PC.

Software Implementation in C:

A serial program is developed in Borland C to establish communication between the reference base station
and the mobile unit to transmit differential correction data. The base station is connected via modem to a
landline telephone. This telephone is connected via serial COM port of Host PC. The program is made flexible,
so it can transmit differential corrections via any required port from Com-1 to Com-4. The modem status
register is used to establish the communication, if the data link is disconnected for any reason. The Bit-7 of
Modem Status Register is Carrier Detect. Therefore when the data link is disconnected (deliberately or
accidentally), the base station stops transmitting data immediately to the mobile user. When the connection is
re-established from the mobile user side, the program at reference station senses the contents of Modem Status
Register. When bit-7 of modem status register goes high, it again starts transmitting differential correction data.
Bit-7 shows carrier detect (which was used to re-establish the communication between base station and mobile
user). The bit 7 (CD) is set when the modem senses that another modem is at the other end of the telephone
line. It will remain set, as long as a communication session is in progress. If the connection is broken for any
reason, the CD (bit 7) will be cleared by the local modem. Therefore the communication program for
transmitting differential correction data monitors the CD bit continuously to make sure that a connection to
another modem exists or not.

Experimental Results and Relevant Discussions:

The Dynamic experiments were performed with system-1 & System-2. These dynamic experiments were
conducted at various timings of a day and with narrow and bright lines of sight. Then the dynamic experiments
were repeated with DGPS systems 1 and 2 to distinguish the performance of cellular mobile transceiver link
and UHF radio data link. The dynamic performance of the developed systems were observed by traversing pre-
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planned routes within Brunel University campus. The set off point is shown as “#” and the desired destination
point is shown as “�”. The actual marked route is shown as a thick dash green line and the actual position
is shown as a continuous pink line. To observe the dynamic performance of the system, the field trials were
carried out in two different environments:

1. Routes with bright line of sight (where minimum 4 satellites were available throughout the traversed
route).

2. Routes with Narrow line of sight (where 4 satellites were not available for whole traversed route).

The Performance of the System with Bright or Clear Line of Sight:

These dynamic experiments were performed by selecting the routes with brighter or clear lines of sight
within Brunel University. A dynamic test is shown in Fig 4. While traversing this route, four or more satellites
were tracked and differential corrections were also available throughout the experiment. During the results
shown in Fig 4, it was found that some jitters of the positioning results were caused by the adjacent buildings,
trees and due to multipath effects. These experiments were conducted with a walking pedestrian moving with
mobile unit in a low dynamic situation.

Fig. 4: The Dynamic Performance of the System with Bright Line of Sight.

The Performance of the System with Narrow Line of Sight:

The performance of the navigation system was also observed in narrow line of sight environments. An
experimental result of such type of route is shown in Fig 5. This route was selected within 500 m distance
from the reference base station to include tall buildings to block the satellite signals. The set off point is shown
as “#” and the desired destination point is shown as “�” in yellow colours. While performing these
experiments, the mobile navigation unit was moved between tall buildings and narrow pedestrian paths. In a
section of route between two red-coloured small circles in Fig 5 showed that less than four satellites were
tracked and differential corrections were lost. While progressing along the marked route, when the mobile
navigation unit reached a clear path, 4 or more satellites were re-tracked by the mobile unit. At that point the
DGPS fix was restored and the system accuracy was returned to less than (± 5m) distance of the marked route.
The regions where the observed accuracy was more than ± 5m, were those areas where either the PDOP
(Position Dilution of Precision) was higher than 6.0 or the DGPS corrections were lost or less than four
satellites were available due to blockage by tall buildings. From the statistical analysis of the results, it is
confirmed that the section of the route, where four satellites and DGPS fix both were available, 95% of the
position data give accuracy of 4.7 m
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Fig. 5: The Dynamic Performance of the System with Narrow Line of Sight.

Performance of the System at Various Timings of a Day:

The performance of the developed System-2 was also observed by conducting the experiments at various
timings of a day. In all these experiments PDOP was set as < 6.0. Four separate sets of dynamic experiments
were conducted at different timings by traversing the same marked route in the morning, in afternoon, in the
evening and at night to have the positioning results with different satellite geometry. Fig 6 shows four different
experiments recorded separately at different timings of a day. To show the clarity of the positioning accuracy,
the digital map of the corresponding geographic area was removed from Fig 6. The experimental results
observed in the morning, in the afternoon, in the evening and in the night are shown respectively in yellow,
pink, blue and cyan colours. The middle dash green-coloured line in the Fig 6 shows the actual marked route
and the dash green-coloured lines on the right and left side of the marked route show the deviations of 5m
from the traversed path.

Fig. 6: The DGPS Performance at Various Timings with Brighter Line of Sight
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A similar type of set of experiments was repeated four times with a route having narrower line of sight.
The combined results of four different data files at different timings of a day are shown in Fig. 7. The set off
point is shown as “#” and the desired destination point is shown as “�” in yellow colour. The section of route
where GPS signal or differential corrections were lost is shown between 2 small red circles.

Fig. 7: The DGPS Performance at Different Timings with Narrower Line of Sight

Table 1 shows the statistical analysis of the results and accuracy calculated by using the GPS criteria (GPS
Navstar, 1995). The overall accuracy of the developed System-2 was found as 4.6m.

Table 1: Accuracy of System-2 at Various Timings with Bright Line of Sight.
S. No. Time of Experiment 95% Predictable Accuracy (m)
1 M orning 4.45
2 Afternoon 4.72
3 Evening 4.53
4 Night 4.69
                                  Overall Accuracy of the 4 experiments 4.6

Table 2 shows the statistical analysis of the results and accuracy calculated by using the GPS criteria (GPS
Navstar, 1995) at both sections of the route i.e. clear and narrower line of sights. The average accuracy of the
developed System-2, where 4 satellites and DGPS corrections were available, was calculated 4.62m and at
places where DGPS corrections or 4 satellites were not available, the average accuracy of the system was
calculated 20.55m.

Table 2: Accuracy of System-2 at Different Timings with Narrow Line of Sight.
S. No. Time of Experiment                         95% Predictable Accuracy (m)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bright route section Narrow route section

1 M orning 4.54 21.9
2 Afternoon 4.63 18.3
3 Evening 4.82 14.5
4 Night 4.49 27.5
Overall Accuracy of 4 Experiments 4.62 20.55

Performance Comparisons of System-1 and System-2:

Both the developed DGPS systems (System-1 and System-2) use Focus FM DGPS correction data and
Micro GPS receiver-based mobile unit. The main difference between the two systems is the DGPS correction
data link, as System-1 uses UHF radio data link and System-2 uses cellular mobile transceiver link. The DGPS
performance experiments were repeated by traversing the same route with both the systems as shown in Fig
8. The experimental results obtained with UHF terrestrial data link are shown as red continuous line and the
experimental results obtained with the cellular transceiver link were shown in Blue continuous line, while the
dash line in the middle is the actual traversed route via System-1 and System-2. The two dash lines on the
either side of middle green dash line show the deviation of ± 5m from the actual traversed route. The set off
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point is shown as “#” and the desired destination point is shown as “�” in yellow colour. This route was
selected within 100-m distance from the reference base station and satisfy the DGPS range criteria of System-1
and System-2 (Shah, 2002).

Fig. 8: The Performance Comparison of UHF and Cellular Transceiver Links

Table 3 shows that the accuracy of the system recorded by two DGPS systems using two different DGPS
data correction link. The observed results confirmed that different modes of DGPS correction data have no
impact over the accuracy of the system if the differential correction data are valid and transmitted in the range
of the system. 

Table 3: Performance Comparison of System-1 and System-2.
System Type Type of Data Link used 95% Predictable Accuracy (m)
System-1 UHF radio data link 4.57
System-2 Cellular transceiver based  link 4.59

The license free range of UHF transmitter used in System-1 is 5 km around the University campus area,
where it is installed. The System-2 is preferred over system-1, if the experiments are performed in a remote
area, as the cellular mobile service is available in the most parts of the UK. It is also found from a
comparative research that when the distance between the reference station and the rover GPS receiver is
increased, the accuracy of the system is degraded (Parkinson, et al, 1996).

Conclusions:

Two DGPS systems were established using different data correction links. Both established systems consist
of DGPS reference station and a mobile navigation unit. Reference station consists of a Focus FM-based DGPS
correction service, host PC, a Trimble bullet antenna and mobile station consists of a laptop PC and Micro
GPS receiver. In System-1, the differential correction data link was constructed by a pair of UHF radio
modems, while in System-2 a cellular mobile telephone based data correction link is used between the
reference station and the mobile unit. The cellular mobile telephone used for this research was Ericsson GS18
telephone. The connection on DGPS side is established via a land line telephone connected with PC via a
modem. The software development to establish data communication link was designed in C. The dynamic
experiments were performed by traversing pre-marked routes within the University area. These routes were
divided into narrow and bright lines of sight routes. The results from the bright line of sight routes confirmed
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that the accuracy of the navigation system was less than 5m of the marked route. On the other side, the routes
traversed with narrow line of sight also confirmed that the accuracy of the navigation system was less than
5m in the section of the route where a minimum of four satellites were tracked, PDOP was maintained less
than six and the differential corrections were also available. But in the section of routes where less than four
satellites were tracked, the DGPS mode was converted into GPS mode and the performance of the system was
degraded. The performance of the system was also recorded with different satellite geometry at various timings
of a day. Those results proved that the different timings of a day do not have any significant impact over the
accuracy of the system, provided that the differential corrections were available and 4 satellites were tracked.
The experimental results were also repeated with System-1 and System-2 using two different data correction
links. The results proved that the differential correction data link does not have any significant impact over
the accuracy of the system, if the DGPS corrections are in valid range. This research also recommended the
use of cellular mobile telephone based DGPS system due to its license-free access and broader area coverage. 

Future Research:

This paper recommended the following steps to further enhance the research for future potential
applications:

• Combination of voice and data via cellular mobile transceiver (Mahdavi & Tafazolli, 2000)
• Establishment of a Navigation service centre for pedestrians’ applications (Shah, 2002)
• The  use  of  Inverse DGPS system for a variety of applications via cellular transceiver link (Ptasinski,

et al, 2000)
• The use of combined GPS-GLONASS-Galileo Receiver (Shah, 2002)
• Field Experimental trials in congested urban environments to further optimize the performance of the

system 
• The testing of the DGPS system in highly dynamic environments by placing the mobile unit in a vehicle.
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